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OCEAN GenRap SDK is a report generation tool and OCEAN GenRap Runtime component for use inside your applications. It is available for both Java (J2SE 1.4 or higher) and.NET (1.1 or higher) platforms. OCEAN GenRap Runtime allows to build reports from XML-based data sources in MS SQL Server, Oracle and XML format. The results can be
exported to various external formats, e.g. pdf, xls and html or printed directly on a system printer. It also allows to integrate an application with OCEAN GenRap editor, giving the users ability to modify their reports. OCEAN GenRap Runtime component is available for free in an OCEAN SDK package. ￭ ADO.NET (requires.NET Framework 2.0) ￭ JDBC ￭
MS SQL Server ￭ Oracle ￭ XML-based data sources. ￭ Asp.Net. ￭ OpenOffice (printer driver required). ￭ Any version of Java SE. ￭ Any language supported by the JRE. ￭ MS SQL Server. ￭ Oracle. ￭ Any version of MS SQL Server. ￭ Oracle. ￭ Any version of Oracle. ￭ XML-based data sources. ￭ JDBC. ￭ Asp.Net. ￭ MS SQL Server. ￭ Oracle. ￭ Any version of
Java SE. ￭ Any language supported by the JRE. ￭ MS SQL Server. ￭ Oracle. ￭ Any version of Oracle. ￭ XML-based data sources. ￭ JDBC. ￭ Any version of Java SE. ￭ Any language supported by the JRE. ￭ MS SQL Server. ￭ Oracle. ￭ Any version of Oracle. ￭ XML-based data sources. ￭ JDBC. ￭ Any version of Java SE. ￭ Any language supported by the JRE. ￭
MS SQL Server. ￭ Oracle. ￭ Any version of Oracle. ￭ XML-based data sources. ￭ JDBC. ￭ Any version of Java

OCEAN GenRap SDK .NET

KEYMACRO is a flexible, easy to use and fast solution to generate dynamic reports and edit of PDF and XLS files. KEYMACRO supports several data sources, e.g. MS SQL Server, MySQL, Oracle, XML, ODBC, JDBC and many others. It is a full solution for report generation and distribution. Its features are self-explanatory and very easy to use. The tool is
a complete report generator and data source independent. KEYMACRO uses a simple data schema which is part of the tool. KEYMACRO is an integrated, powerful and easy to use application. Solution Key Features: 1. It is an integrated, powerful and easy to use reporting and data source independent tool. 2. It uses a simple data schema which is not
data source dependent. 3. It can be integrated with Visual Basic projects with no additional effort. 4. It supports many database sources, e.g. MS SQL Server, MySQL, Oracle, XML, ODBC, JDBC and many others. 5. It has a very simple user interface and easy to use. 6. Its features are self-explanatory and very easy to use. 7. It is a complete solution for
report generation and distribution. 8. It is very easy to customize. 9. It supports a lot of features and languages, e.g. visual Basic, Visual C++, Visual Basic.NET, Visual C#, Visual J#, Visual C++.NET, Visual C#.NET, VBScript, ColdFusion, Delphi, Java, C, C#, ColdFusion, php, JSP, javascript, XML and many others. 10. It is fully compatible with Windows,
Linux, Apple and other Unix platforms. 11. It supports different document formats, e.g. XLS, DOC, RTF, PDF, HTML, MHTML, XML and many others. 12. It supports various methods of data sources data delivery, e.g. browser, FTP, local files, MSSQL, Oracle, ODBC, Java Database Connector, JTDS, ODBC, JDBC, XQuery and many others. 13. It allows to
create professional looking reports, e.g. charts, graphs, documents and many others. 14. It can be used in several projects and solutions without additional effort and effort. 15. It is completely free for non-commercial and commercial use. 2edc1e01e8
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OCEAN GenRap SDK for.NET is a complete solution for software developers using the.NET framework. The result is a powerful Visual Studio like software development environment that makes it easy to build a report from an XML based database. It does not require programming experience and can be integrated into the development process. The
product provides a graphical report designer, XML designer, database connectivity and charting tools. It provides also an open source project hosting service that allows you to contribute to the project. A typical OCEAN GenRap application consists of three major components: an XML based data source, an application logic and a report developer
environment. The application logic integrates with an XML data source by creating a schema, loading data from the XML source and generating a report. The logic provides a number of tools, such as text and GUI editors, an XML editor and a charting environment. The report developer environment consists of a number of tools, including a text editor,
an XML editor and a charting environment. The report developer environment is integrated with the application logic. It enables users to build and edit a report in a graphical environment. It also allows report developers to create.XLS,.PDF or.HTML reports from the document (XML based), but also.XLS reports from the application logic. OCEAN
GenRap SDK.NET Highlights: ￭ Dynamic Data Binding: It is possible to attach data to the report document automatically, or to attach a data source definition to a specified schema. There is a WYSIWYG interface that allows you to directly see and modify the report document. ￭ XML Schema Designer: It is an advanced tool that can automatically
generate and validate an XML schema from a document based on its schema. It is possible to generate an XML schema from a query definition, a view definition or a stored procedure definition. ￭ XML Editor: The XML editor provides a rich text editor that allows you to modify the schema directly from the document. It also allows you to customize the
schema generation mechanism by editing the XML schema generator. ￭ Data Dictionary: It contains a set of tools that can be used to generate a data dictionary directly from the document. ￭ Data Viewer: This is a tool that can be used to preview the XML document. It enables you to see the XML document as a tree, a list, or a table. ￭ Schema Designer:
It allows you to customize the data loading process to load
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What's New in the OCEAN GenRap SDK .NET?

OCEAN GenRap.NET Runtime component and OCEAN GenRap.NET editor are a very powerful report generator and report editor that allow.NET developers to build their reports directly within their applications. They are available for both Java and.NET platform and support MS SQL Server, Oracle and XML based data sources. The results can be
exported to various external formats, e.g. pdf, xls and html or printed directly on a system printer. Also, it provides constant data view on the document, a user � friendly data schema and ability to create very attractive charts. The Runtime component is available completely for free in an OCEAN SDK package. OCEAN GenRap Runtime SDK.NET
Features: ￭ Visual report editor for.NET and Java applications that is simple and easy to use. ￭ Support of different data sources (SQL Server, MS SQL, Oracle, XML, Oracle Db2, Jet and other) ￭ Support of RDL format (RDL is a report definition language used by MS Report Designer) ￭ Supports all Microsoft versions (3, 2, 2000, NT and Win95) ￭
Supports MS SQL Server, Oracle and XML based data sources ￭ Supports MS SQL and Oracle databases and their SQL dialects: SQL Server 2000, Oracle 11g, Oracle 12g and Oracle 11g and 12c ￭ Can generate RDL and.rpt file format reports to be used by MS Report Designer (default format is RDL). ￭ Allows users to use database and data access
technology specific features (e.g. sql, datatable, datareader, dataadapter) inside reports. ￭ The user can select tables, columns, calculate fields, aggregates, measures, charts, graphs, sections, etc. in the tables and columns dialog. ￭ The user can use data specific functions to select the fields, queries, aggregates, measures, charts, graphs, sections, etc. in
the dataset dialog. ￭ The user can create a new dataset for data validation if required ￭ Has a table of contents and an outline feature to display a list of tables, charts, graphs, sections, etc. in the document. ￭ Supports.NET Framework 1.1 and higher (Note: Microsoft.NET Framework 1.1 is not supported in version 1.0 of this component) ￭ Generates
reports in pdf, xls and html formats. ￭ Supports individual and bulk print options (e.g. save a selection of reports or all reports into a file). ￭ Supports of a variety of different data sources (e.g. SQL Server
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System Requirements For OCEAN GenRap SDK .NET:

Minimum: OS: Windows 8.1, Windows 10 Processor: Core 2 Duo 2.1GHz Memory: 4 GB RAM Graphics: NVIDIA Geforce 8800 GTS / ATI Radeon HD 2800 Hard Drive: 8 GB available space Sound Card: DirectX Compatible Soundcard Additional Notes: Video drivers are required. Recommended: Processor: Core i5 Memory: 8 GB RAM Graphics: NVIDIA
Geforce
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